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**QUOTABLE WHAT WOULD DOLLY DO?**

“She’s the way I want to look. I’ve always been comfortable with that. You should base your style on what makes you feel good. It doesn’t matter if you’re fashionable or not, because it’s fashionable to be real. Even if you look fake, you can be real—just be honest with yourself.”
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Best dressed list

Hollywood’s A-list descended on Toronto for the city’s annual film festival. The fashion didn’t knock our socks off, but a few stellar looks hit the red carpet. Here, our editors select their favourites

BLUE CRUSH

Our face-leading teams turned heads in statement-making blue

By Natasha Bruno

**LUPITA NYONG’O**

**TIFF movie:** Queen of Katwe

Why we love it: Nyong’o accessorized this stunning Tiffany & Co. sapphire, diamond and tanzanite pendant necklace with a regal selection of jewels—reportedly worth almost $625,000.

**GABRIELLE UNION**

**TIFF movie:** Queen of Katwe

Why we love her: Union proved on point in this frothy Gucci frock.

**EUGENIE DE BEAULIEU**

**TIFF movie:** Queen of Katwe

Why we love her: De Beauville looks breathtaking in a white mini-dress.

**FELICITY JONES**

**TIFF movie:** Rogue One: A Star Wars Story

Why we love her: J. Law has gone from fresh-faced star in the fiery Gucci Gg0120s to movie star in the British fashion house’s Gg0120s.

**WENDY MERRILL**

**TIFF movie:** Queen of Katwe

Why we love her: Merrill’s cute, girlie style is a breath of fresh air for the red carpet.

**MICHAEL FASSBENDER**

**Everyone’s imaginary boyfriends**

Why we love him: Fassbender was on point in this Thom Browne suit.

**DAMIÁN LEWTON**

**The riveting actor**

Why we love him: Lewton opted for a cool monochromatic look.

**JACOB TITUS**

**The funny actor**

Why we love him: Titus wore a sharp Ben Sherman suit with black tie.

**JACKIE COLUCCI**

**The actress**

Why we love her: Colucci is an A-list actress on the rise, having recently starred in the film “American Pastoral.”

**MARILYN MINTER**

**The provocateur**

Why we love her: Minter is known for her bold and controversial art, which often challenges societal norms.

**THEFEMINIST**

**TIFF movie:** The Feminist

Why we love her: The Feminist is a bold and empowering film that challenges traditional gender roles.
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Raise a toast!

To fête the national launch of Compact, Canada’s most authentic fashion and beauty magazine, The Kit turned to the glam team at The Chase in Toronto. Their top mixologists created signature cocktails inspired by the individual flavours of our country’s greatest cities. Try a tipple of the tribute to your hometown—or do as we did during the launch party, and cheer your way across the country!

1. **Calgary**
   - 1.25 oz. Lot 40 Rye
   - 1 oz. Gurerra Vermouth
   - 0.5 oz. Amaro Sibillia
   - 0.25 oz. Briottete Creme de Figue Liquor
   - 2 dashes Angostura Bitters
   - Stir and strain into a coupe.

2. **Vancouver**
   - 1.25 oz. Dillon’s Rose Gin
   - 1 oz. Cocchi Americano
   - 1 oz. grapefruit juice
   - 0.5 oz. simple syrup
   - 1 egg white
   - Dry shake then wet shake and double strain into a coupe. Garnish with dried roses and flowers. Finish with sea salt mist.

3. **Ottawa**
   - 0.75 oz. J.P Wiser’s Deluxe Whisky
   - 0.75 oz. Capo Capo
   - 0.75 oz. Tio Pepe Dry Sherry
   - 0.5 oz. lemon juice
   - 0.25 oz. maple syrup
   - 2 dashes Peychauds Bitters
   - Shake and double strain into rocks glass with draft ice.

4. **Edmonton**
   - 1 oz. El Jimador Tequila
   - 1 oz. Amaro Nonino
   - 1 oz. lemon juice
   - 0.5 oz. Calamansi honey
   - 1 small handful coriander
   - 8 mint leaves
   - Muddle, shake and double strain into copper mule mug with pearl ice. Garnish with dehydrated citrus and mint.

5. **Toronto**
   - 1 oz. Absolut Vodka
   - 0.5 oz. St Germain Liqueur
   - 0.5 oz. cinnamon infused syrup
   - 0.75 oz. grapefruit juice
   - Build in wine glass over draft ice. Garnish with grapefruit.

*Full details online*

HOLT RENFREW PRIVATE SHOPPING EVENT

in support of CAMH Foundation GIFTS of LIGHT

Please join us for an intimate meet & greet with Dr. David Goldbloom, followed by an evening of shopping at Holt Renfrew.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 AT 6PM
HOLT RENFREW, 50 BLOOR STREET WEST, CONCOURSE

Tickets $100

Refreshments and canapés will be served

All ticket proceeds and a portion of the evening’s sales will go toward Gifts of Light, a unique program that supports CAMH patients on their journey to recovery from mental illness or addiction, providing comfort and care.

Tickets at https://www.supportcamh.ca/holtenfrew

Enjoy gift with purchases throughout the beauty department

HUGUE BRIDAL GOWN SALE

THE WEDDING CHECKLIST WIN $7,500 IN GIFT CERTIFICATES*

BRIDAL GOWN, BRIDESMAID DRESSES, TUXEDOS, PHOTOBOOTH, DJ & PHOTOGRAPHY

*Full details online

FRIDAY NIGHT “DATE NIGHT” GROOMS ARE FREE

SAVE $3 BUY TICKETS ONLINE
www.nationalbridalshow.com

Canadian entrepreneur Barb Stegeman has been out to save the world—and make money doing so—ever since she founded her perfume company, 7 Virtues, in 2010. It’s based on trade and bringing value to farmers in war-ravaged or impoverished regions such as Rwanda and Haiti for a fair price, helping to bring reliable income to communities that are struggling to survive. One of the company’s forerunners, Nebia Rose of Afghanistan, helped farmers transition from the dangerous heroin-poppy market to selling rose oil, legally and with pride.

At the Atlantic Film Festival in Halifax, where the documentary 7 Virtues premiered on September 21 at the Toronto Music and Film Festival in Hanifa, where Stegeman lives. For her latest fragrance, Stegeman teamed up with Canadian actor and director Deepa Mehta’s critically acclaimed film, Field. She also met up with Canadian actor and director Deepa Mehta, who directed the performance in Deepa Mehta’s critically acclaimed film, Field.

Passion project
An actor and a fragrance entrepreneur team up to bring scent and social responsibility together

Olfaction is a powerful entry point to the history of the universe under the guidance of a well-known guru. Tilbury says, “I always had an affinity with the way science, spirituality and the laws of the natural world come together.” During trips under. (50 ML), Holt Renfrew
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BY NATASHA BRUNO

Pop star Ariana Grande is back in the spotlight and ready for her voice to be heard. Her latest album, Dangerous Woman, is a departure from her earlier work, but such a breath of fresh air—just what my soul needed at this point.”

The album, which was released in May, has become a critical and commercial success. Grande has been open about the personal experiences that inspired her music, including her battle with body-image issues and her personal struggles with fame.

“A lot of these songs were written during a really low period in my life,” Grande said in an interview with Billboard. “I just felt so lost and so alone and so scared and so afraid of what was coming next.”

The title track, “Dangerous Woman,” is a powerful statement about the singer’s strength and resilience. “I’m not perfect, but I’m a better version of myself,” she sings. “I know I’m not perfect, but I’m just me.”

Grande’s newfound confidence is evident in her performances, where she exudes a sense of empowerment and self-assurance. “I’m not perfect, but I’m beautiful,” she sings in the chorus of “Be Alright.”

The album also features collaborations with high-profile artists, including Nicki Minaj and Future. “Side to Side” with Minaj is a fun, upbeat dance track, while “No Tears Left to Cry” with Future is a more introspective song about moving on from heartbreak.

Grande has also been involved in several philanthropic efforts, using her platform to raise awareness for important causes. She recently announced a new partnership with MAC Cosmetics to launch a Viva Glam lipstick in support of people living with AIDS.

“Being involved in these types of projects is really important to me,” Grande said in a statement. “I feel like I’m in a position to make a difference and I want to use my voice to make a positive impact.”

Grande’s success and growth are a testament to her determination and resilience. As she continues to evolve as an artist and as a person, she remains true to herself and her vision.

“It all depends on my mood and what I’m feeling,” Grande said. “I have my days where I feel sexy and sassy, and I have my days where I feel like saying, ‘Hell yeah, here I am!’ It’s honest, be free and be who you are. It’s kind of saying be all of you.”

What’s next for Grande? “I’ll be going on tour next year,” she said. “I’m also going to be on NBC’s Hairspray Live! musical on December 7, which is very exciting. I get to play Penny, which has been a dream role of mine since I was literally 10 years old. I remember worshipping Kerry Butler, who was the original Penny, and the fact that I get to play this role now is so crazy, it’s completely separate from the pop world, but such a breath of fresh air, just what my soul needed at this point.”
**TREND ALERT**

**THE COLD SHOULDER**

The off-the-shoulder trend established itself as a full-fledged summer move—most, but as temperatures begin to dip, the style is evolving into something a touch more refined. With heavier knits featuring peekaboo sleeves and asymmetrical lines popping up at Saint Laurent, Lanvin and Baja East, it’s definitely a look we can stand shoulder to shoulder with. —Veronica Saroli

---

**SHOP THE TREND**

Everywhere
MELISSA’S Musts FOR FALL 16

Cozy and chic all wrapped up in one fab sweater: R/R, TNT THE NEW TREND

I have a very cute pair of black and white shoes but unlike this that has basically paid for itself 10 times over in compliments. It’s those boots that are getting pretty beat up. The good news is that I found these… See … I am a glass half full type person (or shall I say, shoebox half full!).

NINE WEST

In my mind, there are closet “basics”, “classics” and “showstoppers.” This one blurs the lines so I am going to create a new category, “basically fabulous”.

PINK TARTAN

One of the biggest trends this season is also one of my favourites. Think: romantic, Victorian-inspired and very feminine. My pick of the “period pieces” at BV… this gorgeous dress from Sandro.

W Les Femmes, SANDRO

Sometimes a little furry goes a long way. Here, it takes a somewhat ordinary clutch from 0 to 100.

BROWNS

You know what I say about this chic-y, studded lips clutch? Mwah!

3AM Forever, SANDRO

For the most part, I’m a “dress girl” but there are definitely days when I just want to grab a pair of pants and a pair of flats and get on with my day in a really comfy, yet stylish way. To that end, these would be great to have at the ready.

TALBOTS

I have a very cute pair of black and white shoes not unlike this that has basically paid for itself 10 times over in compliments. The bad news is that they are getting pretty beat up. The good news is that I found these… See … I am a glass half full type person (or shall I say, shoebox half full!).

NINE WEST

I have a very cute pair of black and white shoes not unlike this that has basically paid for itself 10 times over in compliments. The bad news is that they are getting pretty beat up. The good news is that I found these… See … I am a glass half full type person (or shall I say, shoebox half full!).

NINE WEST

I think this would be a great addition to my wardrobe… the black in the pattern means I can team it with all that black I already have and still add a pop of colour to the outfit mix.

Etro, EMMA

You know what I say about this chic-y, studded lips clutch? Mwah!

3AM Forever, SANDRO

Our Fashion Insider, Bayview Village Marketing Director Melissa Evans sees, chalks it up to fabulous with Melissa’s Musts, her edit of what’s haute for fall.

ON MELISSA: Paule Ka blouse, TNT THE NEW TREND

Fur collar, PINK TARTAN

Earrings, SWAROVSKI

For Fall 16

Melissa’s

BAYVIEWVILLAGESHOPS.COM/MELISSASMUSTSFORFALL2016

Bayview Village

BAYVIEW AVE + SHEPPARD AVE

416.206.0404

see all 45 Musts
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It’s been a change—in a good way! I think it’s important to continue to challenge yourself and joy outside of your comfort zone, and returning to modelling was just that. I feel very lucky to be welcomed with open arms.

Who are your beauty inspirations?

There might be obvious choices but Cindy Crawford and Naomi Campbell come to mind right away. Both are stunning, strong women.

The Kit

POOR PORES.

#DECIEM

PORE DELETE

Ultra-concentrated low-viscosity liquid pearls offer instant super-strength visible blackhead pores, shiny and fine lines for a perfect-looking skin surface right away—without a mask. Not recommended for very dry skin or for skin types without prominent pores/cystic acne.

With High-Disperse Polymeric Low-Molecular Prisms, Fast-dissolved Low Diffusion Spherical Suspension and Purified Polyolaid from Tasmanian Mountain Pepper.

PORE CONTROL

A fast-acting multifunctional serum to reduce the look of pores (at the source), shine, congestion and dermal impurity.

With Better Mushroom Concentrate, Marine Ferments, Ptilostigma Tetragonolobus Tree Resin, Surface Balance Peptides, Zinc PCA, Niacinamide and Panthenol

THE ABNORMAL BEAUTY COMPANY STORES:

QUEEN WEST
881 Queen St. W
CASSAGETOWN
242 Carthen St
KENSINGTON MARKET
382 A Augusta Ave.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

HA BLUR
Finisher Series

MATTIE 12
Finisher Series

PHOTOGRAPHY FOUNDATION
Finisher Series

THEKITCA / 11
CUSHION STICK RADIANT MAKEUP

NEW DOUBLE WEAR NUDE
Makeup + Pro Tool in One

Touch on, buff and blend to your flawless nude. Smoothes, evens skintone, polishes for a healthy-looking glow. Instantly hydrating. All day wear.
Free shipping with any purchase at esteelauder.ca.

ESTÉE LAUDER